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A convex function cp defined on a locally convex vector space E with values in an 
ordered locally convex vector space F is known to be subdifferentiable at each of its 
points of continuity provided that (i) F is order-complete or (ii) F has the 
monotonic sequence property, the positive cone F, is based, and E is an Asplund 
space. In the present paper we establish the subdifferentiability of cp in the case 
where neither any order-completeness assumption is imposed on F nor E has to be 
a differentiability space, but where every positive linear functional 5~ F’* is 
assumed continuous for u(F’, F). This includes the case where F is a reflexive 
(F)-space as well as the case where F, is weakly compactly well-based. Our method 
of proof makes use of a selection principle for linear set-valued mappings. Part two 
of our paper presents a second application of the selection method. Here we obtain 
an infinite dimensional version of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem for convex program- 
ming. 6 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let E and F be separated locally convex vector spaces over R and let F 
be ordered by a normal closed convex and pointed cone F, . Let C be a 
convex subset of E with nonempty interior and let cp: C + F be a convex 
function which is continuous at x,, E int C. The subdifferential of cp at x0 is 
where i?(E, F,) denotes the set of continuous linear mappings from E to 
F,. The elements of @$x0) are called subgradients of cp at x0. In the case 
F= II2 the subdifferential is known to be nonempty and a(E', E)-compact 
(see [Ml). More generally, if F is order-complete, then acp(x,,) is nonempty 
and equicontinuous (see [V, L] ). In [Z, 1, Zowe has established the 
existence of subgradients in the case where F is no longer order-complete 
but its positive cone F, is weakly compactly well-based (or equivalently, 
the dual positive cone F’+ has an interior point with respect to z(F, F)). 
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In this case the Hahn-Banach theorem is no longer available and, conse- 
quently, different methods have to be used. Nevertheless, a weaker 
completeness assumption, the monotonic sequence property, is still 
available in Zowe’s case and it assures the existence of lower directional 
derivates 
Vdxo; xl = f,nf,  (cp(xo + tx) - dxo)) 
in any direction x E E. Using this, Borwein (see [B]) has investigated the 
problem of existence of subgradients in the more general case where F has 
the monotonic sequence property but is neither order-complete nor weakly 
compactly based. It turns out that in this case additional assumptions have 
to be imposed on E and F, namely the positive cone F, must be based and 
E has to be an Asplund space (see [B] ). Here we deal with the question 
when acp(x,) # 0 in the case where no differentiability assumption is 
imposed on E and where every positive .? E F* is continuous for o(F, F). 
This includes the case where F is the strong dual of an ordered (F)-space as 
well as Zowe’s case. The method we use to establish the existence of sub- 
gradients makes use of a selection argument for linear set-valued mappings. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 1 we prove that 
acp(x,,) # @ under the assumptions mentioned above and, moreover, give 
sufficient conditions for cp to be regularly subdifferentiable, i.e., for 
Y’&4%) = wcp)(xo) 
to hold for all y’ E F’+ . In Section 2 we use our selection argument to 
establish (under the same assumptions on F) an infinite dimensional 
version of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem for convex programming in the spirit 
of [Z,, R,]. This is then used to obtain a duality theorem generalizing a 
result from CR*]. We complete Section 2 with a result on the existence of 
Lagrange multipliers without imposing any differentiability assumptions by 
reducing it to the theorem obtained in Section 1. 
In Section 3 we prove a “limiting theorem” stating that an ordered 
locally convex vector space F with the property that every positive is F’* 
belongs to F must be order-complete as soon as its dual cone F’+ is known 
to have the Riesz decomposition property. This generalizes a classical result 
stating that reflexive Banach lattices are order-complete (see [J, 4.2.11). 
1. SUBDIFFERENTIABILITY 
Our first result deals with the existence of subgradients in the absence of 
order-completeness. The proof of Theorem 1 below presents our method of 
selection mentioned in the Introduction. 
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THEOREM 1. Let E and F be separated locally convex vector spaces and 
let F be ordered by a normal closed convex and pointed cone F, , Suppose 
that the following condition (i) holds for F, where 
(i) Every positive ZE F* is continuous for cr(F, F); 
and let C be a convex subset of E, cp: C -+ F a convex function which is 
continuous at x0 E int C. Then +$x0) is nonempty, closed convex, and 
equicontinuous for the weak operator topology on !2(E, F,). Moreover, for 
every y’ E F’+ , the set y’ acp(x,) is densely contained in a( y’cp)(x,), i.e., 
Y’ M%) = 8Y’cp)(Xd 
with respect to o(E’, E). 
Proof Let xi E E be fixed and define a set-valued mapping 0: F’+ + 2E 
by 
O(y’)= {x’sf3(y’cp)(xo) 1 (x),x1)= max 
z’ E dy’rp(xlj) 
(2’3 Xl > >2 
y’ EJ”+. Note that every set O( y’) is nonempty, convex, and compact for 
a(,?‘, E). We claim that 0 is linear in the sense that 
O(Ay’) = A@( y’), 
WY; + Y;) = WY;) + WY;), 
for ;1> 0, y’, y;, y; E I;‘,. Indeed, the first equality being obvious, it is easy 
to see that @(y;) + O( y;) c O( y; + y;). The reverse inclusion results from 
a standard separation argument (see, for instance, [ET, p. 261). 
Let Iuz denote the set of all mappings Iy: F’+ --) 2E’ which are linear in the 
sense used above, satisfy Y( y’) c O( y’), y’ E F’+, and have nonempty 
convex and o(E’, E)-compact values. Let 9JI be ordered by inclusion. From 
the Kuratowski-Zorn lemma it follows that !J.II has a minimal element IY 
We claim that r is single-valued. Indeed, for fixed z E E define r, by setting 
Tz(Y’) = Ix’ E T(Y’) I ( x’, z > = ;,T;;,,) (z’, z> 1, 
Y’EF’,, then clearly we have I-, E ‘9J& rz d I-, giving rz = f and this proves 
that ( ., z) is constant on every r( y’). Since z E E was arbitrary, this 
proves the claim. 
Since F is normally ordered, we have F = F’+ - F’+ , Hence there exists a 
unique linear mapping g: F’ + E’ such that r( y’) = { g( y’)}, y’ E F’+ . We 
claim that g is continuous with respect to the topologies a(F, F) and 
o(E’, E). Let XE E be fixed. We prove that the linear functional 
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y’ + (g( y’), x) is continuous for a(F, F). In fact, note that for y’ E F’+ we 
have 
(gb’), x> G max z,~~~v,rp(xo) (Z’? x> =V(Y’cp)(xo; XL 
where the last equality follows from [IV, Theorem 61. Now choose t > 0 
such that x0 + tx~ C, then 
V(Y’cp)bo; x)G (Y’Y (llt)(cp(xo + tx)-d-d)) 
hoids for all y’ EF’+, proving that y’ -+ (g(y’), x) is majorized by 
(l/t)(cp(x, + tx) - cp(x,)) E F, which in view of our assumption (i) proves 
that y’ + ( g(y’), x) is continuous for a(F’, F). 
Now let f: E + F be the transpose of g, then f is weakly continuous. 
Clearly we have f E L@(x,,). Moreover, by the definition of 0, for every 
y’ E F’+ , g(y’) is a support point of 8(,v’cp)(x,) with respect to the sup- 
porting hyperplane H,,, y, = {x’EE’ I (x’,x,> = maxz9Eii,,.~(x0) <z’,xi)}. 
Since x, E E was chosen arbitrarily and since a(y’cp)(x,)- is convex and 
a(E’, E)-compact, it is the closed convex hull of its support points x’ of the 
form x’ = g( y’) = y’ of, where g is a selector for 0 obtained as above. This 
proves the first part of the statement. Equicontinuity of @(x0) may be 
proved as in [V, Theorem 61. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let E and F be separated locally convex vector spaces 
and let F be ordered by a normal closed convex and pointed cone F, . Let 
Cc E be convex and let rp: C + F be convex and continuous at x0 E int C. 
Suppose that one of the following conditions (ii), (iii), or (iv) is satisfied, 
where 
(ii) E is barrelled and F is the strong dual of an ordered (F)-space G 
with generating positive cone G + ; 
(iii) F is a reflexive (F)-space; 
(iv) F is weakly compactly well-based or equivalently, the dual cone 
F’+ has an interior point with respect to r(F, F). 
Then &+$x0) is nonempty. Zf (iii) or (iv) is satisfied, then @(x0) is compact 
with respect to the weak operator topology on 2(E, F,) and in these cases 
Y'~cp(Xo) = ~(Y'cpb,) 
holds for y’ E F'+ . Zf (ii) is satisJied, then &(x0) is compact with respect to 
the weak operator topology on !2(E, H), H = (F, a(F, G)), and in this case 
holds for all y’ E G. 
Y'M%) = a(Y'cpk) 
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Proof: First we consider the case where (ii) holds. Let 0 be constructed 
as in the proof of Theorem 1 but now regard 0 as a mapping G, + 2”‘. 
Let g: G + E’ be the selector for 0, then g is continuous with respect to the 
topologies r(G, G’) and r(E’, E) since every positive linear functional on G 
is continuous in view of the fact that G, is generating (see [J, 3.551). Now 
the transpose f: E + G’ = F of g is continuous for a( E, E’) and a( G’, G) = 
a(F, G), hence is as well continuous for jl(E, E’) and /?(F, G). Since E is 
barrelled and (F, /?(F, G))’ = F, this proves f E i?(E, F). As in the proof of 
Theorem 1 this means that y’ acp(x,) is densely contained in a(y’p)(x,) for 
every y’ E F’+ . But note that order-intervals in F are a(F, G)-compact and 
so the desired equality results as in [V, Corollary 73. 
Now consider case (iii). It follows easily that assumption (i) is satisfied 
here since every positive ZE F* is continuous for P(F’, F) (in view of 
[J, 3.5.5]) and so belongs to pll = F. On the other hand, order-intervals in 
Fare weakly relatively compact and so the method of [V] assures that cp is 
regularly subdifferentiable. 
Finally consider Zowe’s case (iv), where F’+ has an interior point for 
r(F, F). Again we prove that (i) holds true here. Let ?E F* be positive. Let 
z’ be an interior point of F’+ and let U be a symmetric neighborhood of 0 
for r(E’, F) such that z’ + U is contained in F’+ . Then ( y’, z”) > 0 for all 
y’ E F’+ implies 
for all y’ E U, proving z” E F. It remains to prove that order-intervals in Fare 
weakly relatively compact. It is sufficient to prove this for intervals [o, xl, 
x20. But note that 
{y’O+ 1 (y’,x)<l}-{Y’EF’, 1 (y’,x)<l}~[o,x]“, 
hence [o, xl0 is a neighborhood of 0 for z(F, F) which yields the result. 1 
Remarks. ( 1) Using a different method, Zowe (see [Z, ] ) has proved 
Corollary 1 in case (iv) under more restrictive assumptions imposed on E 
and F. It turns out that these additional assumptions are not really needed 
to obtain his result. In particular, Zowe’s construction makes heavy use of 
the existence of sufficiently many exposed points of the sets a(y’cp)(x,) and 
this is guaranteed only in the case where E is normed and weakly 
compactly generated. 
(2) Our results in Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 cannot be derived 
from Borwein’s results in [B] even when E is assumed to be an Asplund 
space. This follows from the fact that Borwein’s method of establishing 
@$x0) # @ requires the existence of a strictly positive and continuous 
linear functional on F (which is the same as to say that r;Y, has an algebraic 
interior point). 
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(3) Since in the cases (ii), (iii), and (iv) order-intervals are compact 
for o(F, F’) (resp. o(F, G)), it is clear that the directional derivate V&x0; ) 
exists as a continuous sublinear operator on E. With this in mind one may 
ask for suflicient conditions under which cp is Gateaux differentiable at .Y,,. 
In the spirit of [Z,, Theorem 5.21 we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Corollary 1, q is Gateaux 
differentiable at x0 with respect to a(F, F) (resp. a(F, G)) if and o&y (f 
c’cp(x,) is singleton. 
Note that generic differentiability of cp on int C may be guaranteed by 
using differentiability assumptions as in [B]. 
2. OPTIMIZATION 
In this section we shall apply our selection argument in convex 
optimization. We establish a Kuhn-Tucker theorem and a duality theorem 
for infinite dimensional convex programming. 
In the following, let E and G be (F)-spaces and let F be a separated 
locally convex vector space. Let F and G be ordered by closed convex 
normal and pointed cones F, and G, , respectively. Let Xc E be a convex 
set and let q: X + F be convex, II: E + G be concave. We consider the 
optimization problem (P) 
minimize q(x) subject to .Y E X, x(x) 3 0. 
Denoting by R the set of XE X having x(x) 3 0, any x0 E R with 
q(x) 3 cp(x,) for all x E R is called an optimal solution for (P). Our first 
result, a variant of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem, characterizes optimality of a 
point x,, E R in terms of Lagrange multipliers. 
THEOREM 2. Let E, F, G and X, cp, x be as above. Let one of the 
conditions (i)-(iv) be satisfied. Suppose that x is Fre’chet-differentiable and 
that cp is Gateaux-differentiable at x0 E int X. I f  there exists an element X E X 
with x(-U) > 0 (i.e., x(X) E int G,), then the following statements ure 
equivalent: 
(1) x0 is an optimal solution for (P). 
(2) There exists a linear operator h: H -+ F (where H denotes the 
range of Vx(x,,, )) such that y E H, y 3 --x(x,) implies h(y) 3 0 and with 
h 1 Vxh ) 6 ~dxo). 
Moreover, tf H is closed in G, then h is continuous on H. 
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Proof. (1) implies (2). For fixed y’ E F’+ let us consider the convex 
program (VY’)), 
minimize (y’, q(x)) subject to x E A’, x(x) 3 0. 
In view of (l), x,, must be a solution for (P(y’)). Using the order-complete 
version of the KuhnTucker theorem (as, for instance, given in [Z,]), we 
derive the existence of a linear functional x* E G* such that y > -x(x,) 
implies (x*, y ) 3 0 and with 
x* ~VX(Xo, ) E d(Y’, cp)(&J. (*I 
Moreover, x* 1 H is known to be continuous in case H is closed. We claim 
that for fixed y’ E F; the mapping x* 1 H is unique. In fact, let XT, x? E G* 
be given with (*) being satisfied for both. Then we derive XT oVx(x,,, ) = 
XT oVx(x,, ) since $0 cp has a unique subgradient at x0 in view of 
Corollary 2. Clearly this yields XT 1 H = xz 1 H. Consequently, by setting 
g(y’) = x* 1 H, where x* is related to y’ as above, we define a mapping 
g: F’+ -+ H*. We claim that g is linear in the sense of the proof of 
Theorem 1. Clearly g is positively homogeneous. We prove that it is 
additive. Let xX be given with g(y:) =x,* 1 H, i = 1, 2. Then clearly 
(x:+x?, y)30 whenever y3 --x(x,,) and (x~+x~)oV~(x~, )E 
a(~‘, + y;) 0 cp(x,), giving g(y; + y;) =x7 + x: I H. So g is additive. 
Since F; is generating, there exists a unique linear mapping g: F + H* 
extending the above g to all of F’. Now let us denote f: F -+ E’ the linear 
mapping defined by 
f(Y’) = g(y’) “W-G> 13 
y’ E F. Using the arguments of the proof of ‘Theorem 1 (resp. Corollary 1) 
we see that the transpose k: E -+ F of f maps E to F and is weakly 
continuous, i.e., kE 9(E, Fn). But note that k may be represented in the 
form 
k=hoVX(x,, ) 
for some linear mapping h: H + F in view of the fact that ker Vx(x,, ) is 
contained in ker k. Indeed, Vx(x,, x) = 0 implies 
(~‘,k(x))=(f(~‘),x)=g(y’)~V~(x,,x)=O 
for every y’ E F. But clearly this calculation also proves that h: H + F is the 
transpose of g. Therefore h is as desired since y > -x(x0) gives 
(Y’, MY)) = <dY’), Y> = <x*3 Y> 20 
for every y’ E F’+ , where g( y’) = x* I H. This ends the first part of the proof. 
(2) implies ( 1). This may be proved as in [Z, , Theorem 51. fl 
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Remarks. (1) Our Kuhn-Tucker theorem is closely related to similar 
results obtained by Zowe [Z,] for the order-complete case and by Ritter 
[R,] in the case where F is a reflexive (B)-space which is not necessarily 
order-complete. Note that in the order-complete case the differentiability 
assumption on cp is not needed. The result of Ritter’s is obtained for 
pseudo-convex functions q, a notion which is more general than convexity 
in the presence of Frichet-differentiability. Note that on the other hand our 
result is more general than Ritter’s for the case of convex functions rp. 
(2) In [Z,, R,] finitely many constraints x,(x) 20, i= 1, . . . . m are 
considered instead of one single constraint x(x) 20. Clearly this is not 
really more general since we may code x,, i= 1, . . . . m by the vector 
x = (Xl > ..., I,,,). The condition h oG~(x~, ) E @$x0) will then have the more 
convenient form 
The mapping h in statement (2) of Theorem 2 is called the Lagrange 
multiplier for (P) at x0 or simply the Lagrange multiplier for (P). It turns 
out that the existence of Lagrange multipliers for problem (P) may be 
proved without any differentiability assumptions imposed on cp, x. First let 
us give a definition. Let w  E F denote the value of the problem (P), i.e., 
w=inf{cp(x) 1 XEX, x(x)>O}, 
which we assume to exist in F. A positive linear operator ,f‘~ Q(G, F,,) is 
called a Lagrange multiplier for (P) provided that 
d-u) - f(X(X)) 2 W’ 
holds for every XE X. Note that this translates into the statement (2) of 
Theorem 2 if x is Frtchet-differentiable and if x0 E R is an optimal solution, 
i.e., cp(xO) = w. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E, F, G, and X be as above. Let one of the conditions 
(i)-(iv) be satisfied and let cp: X + F be convex and x: E--t G be concave. 
Suppose there exists a neighborhood U of 0 in G such that for every y  E U the 
value o(y) of the disturbed problem (P,,) 
minimize q(x) subject to x E X, x(x) 3 y 
is in F. I f  there exists X E X with ~(2) > 0, then problem (P) admits a 
Lagrange multiplier and so does each of the disturbed problems (PI ), 
y~int U. 
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Proof: Observe that the mapping w: U + F is convex. We claim that it 
is continuous at 0. This follows from the fact that it is bounded above on a 
neighbourhood V of o. Indeed, since x(X) E int G, , there exists a 
neighborhood V of o in G such that x(X) B v for all v E V. Let Vc U. Then 
we have 
for every v E ?J’, and so o is in fact continuous at o. From Theorem 1 we 
obtain g E am(o). Now it is easy to see that f = - g is the desired Lagrange 
multiplier for (P). Using the fact that o is continuous at every y E int U, we 
obtain Lagrange multipliers for (P,) as well. 1 
Remark. In case F is order-complete, the condition x(X) > 0 for some 
X E X (Slater’s condition) is sufficient to assure the existence of the values 
w(y) on a neighborhood of o. If F is not order-complete, Slater’s condition 
is still sufficient if, for instance, X is weakly relatively compact in E. 
In the rest of this section we prove a duality theorem for convex 
programs (P) in the spirit of CR*]. We assume x= (xi, . . . . x,), where xi are 
concave Frechet-differentiable. Following CR*], x E R is called regular if 
either x,(x) > 0 or the range of Vxi(x, ) is F, i = 1, . . . . m. Denote by S the 
set of (x, f)~Xx f!(G, F) with f>O and foV~(x, )E~(P(x). The dual 
program (DP) is defined as 
maximize $(x, f) = q(x) - f(~(x)) 
subject to (x, f) E S. 
(x,, f,) E S is an optimal solution for (DP) if Ii/(x,, f,) B $(x, f) for all 
lx, f)E s. 
LEMMA. For all XE R, (y, f) E 5’ we have q?(x) 2 $( y, f). Moreover, if 
equality holds for x E R, (y, f) E S then x is optimal for (P) and (y, f) is 
optimal for (DP). 
Proof By the definition of S, (y, f) E S gives 
f(WY,X-Y))dcp(X)-V(Y), 
hence by the concavity of x, 
f(X(X)) -fMY)) G dx)- V(Y). 
Since f(~(x)) 2 0 for x E R in view off 2 0, this proves the inequality. The 
second part of the statement is now clear. 1 
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To state the desired duality theorem we need another notion from CR*]. 
(x, j) ES is said to satisfy the constraint qualification if there exists a 
neighborhood V off in f?JG, F) such that for all f’ E V, S’ 3 0 there exists 
x’ E X with (x’, f’) E S. Note that this is a weaker assumption than the 
notion of constraint qualification used in CR*]. 
THEOREM 3. Let E and G be (F)-spaces and let one of the conditions 
(i)-(iv) he satisfied. Suppose there exists ,? E X with x(X) > 0. 
(1) Let x0 E R be a regular optimal solution of (P). If cp is Gateaux- 
differentiable at x0 E int X and if h is the corresponding Lagrange multiplier 
(which in this case is contimtous on G), then (x,, h) is an optimal solution for 
(DP). 
(2) If, conversely, (x,, f,) is an optimal solution for (DP), which 
sati$es the constraint qualtfication, then x, is an optimal solution for (P) 
with corresponding Lagrange multiplier f, . 
Proof: We prove (1). We may apply the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem 2 and 
so deduce that h(y) 2 0 holds for y 2 -x(x,). Since x,, E R this proves h 3 0 
and so (x,, h) E S. Now observe that X(.X,,) > -x(x,) and --x(x0) > -x(x,) 
prove h(X(x,)) 3 0 and h(X(x,)) ,< 0, hence h(X(x,)) = 0 since F, is pointed. 
This gives cp(sO) = $(x,, h) which in view of the lemma means that (x,, h) 
is optimal for (DP). 
To prove (2) let (x, f) E S. Then 
f(Wx, x-x,)) <cp(.~)-WI), 




Now take .f = I.f,, ,? near 1, then f > 0, f E V, where V is a neighborhood of 
.f, as in the definition of the constraint qualification. Consequently we have 
(A- l)f,(x(x,))30 
for L near 1. Since 2 - 1 may change sign, this is a contradiction unless 
f,(x(xl)) = 0. We claim that in fact we have x(x]) 9 0. Assume the contrary 
and choose ~‘EF’, with (y’, x(x,)) ~0. Define fi =A( y’, ) y+ f for 
some fixed y b 0, y # 0. We have fj, E V for 2 near 0, ,fj. 3 0 for 1.3 0, giving 
(fi -f)(X(“I )) 3 O, 
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a contradiction since (fj~ -f)(~(x,)) = A(y’, x(x1)) $ F,, F, being 
pointed. So x(x, ) > 0, x, E R. Finally observe that y 3 -x(x 1) implies 
f,(v) 3 -flMxl)) =O and so xl is optimal for (P) with Lagrange 
multiplier f, . 1 
Remark. In CR;?] this result is obtained under the assumption that cp is 
Frechet-differentiable and for reflexive (B)-spaces F. Now our result shows 
that the differentiability assumptions on cp as well as the assumption on F 
may be relaxed, i.e., one of (i)-(iv) is sufficient. Using Zowe’s variant of the 
Kuhn-Tucker theorem [Z,] we may obtain the same duality result for 
order-complete F. Note that in this case we do not need any differen- 
tiability assumption for cp. 
3. HAHN-BANACH THEOREM 
A classical result by Silverman and Yen states that if the Hahn-Banach 
extension theorem holds for an ordered vector space F and all suitable 
vector spaces E, then F must be order-complete (see [D, p. 135 J ). Here we 
use this fact to obtain a limiting theorem for ordered locally convex vector 
spaces satisfying one of the conditions (i)-(iv). 
An ordered vector space F with positive cone F, is said to have the 
Riesz decomposition property if for x,, . . . . x,; y,, . . . . y, E F, having 
there exist zij E F,, i= 1, . . . . n, j= 1, . . . . m, such that 
i~,z~=.Vj~ j=L...,m, 
f zii =xi, i= 1, . . . . n. 
/=I 
Remarks. (1) Every vector lattice F with positive cone F, has the Riesz 
decomposition property. 
(2) If F with F, has the Riesz decomposition property, then the 
same is true for F’ with F’+. Indeed, F’ is a lattice in this case. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let F be an ordered locally convex vector space with 
normal closed convex and pointed cone F,. Suppose that one of the 
conditions (it(iv) is satisfied, where 
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(i) Every positive 2 E F* is in F. 
(ii) F is the strong dual of an ordered (F)-space G with generating 
positive cone G, . 
(iii) F is a reflexive (F)-space. 
(iv) The positive cone F’+ in F has an interior point with respect to 
r(F, F). 
If the dual F with F’, has the Riesz decomposition property, then F must he 
order-complete. 
Proof It is sufficient to prove that the Hahn-Banach extension 
theorem holds for F. So let E be a real vector space, E, a linear subspace, 
let fO: E, -+ F be a linear mapping which is dominated by a sublinear 
mapping p: E -+ F, i.e., fO(x) d p(x), XE E,. We have to find a linear 
mapping f: E -+ F extending f0 which is still dominated by p. 
Define a set-valued mapping 0: F’+ -+ 2E* by 
@(y’)={x*~E* Ix*/ Eo=yl”fo, x*<?“‘p}, 
y’ E F’+ . It follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem that O( y’) is nonempty. 
Moreover, it is convex and a(E*, E)-compact. Now 0 has the following 
properties: 
O(Ay’) = /20( y’), 
WY; + vi) = WY;) + WY;), 
1” > 0, y’, y’,, y; E F’+ Now define another set-valued mapping r by 
rcyo=n i Oty:) I YiE~+, y’= f y: i , i=l I=1 1 
y’ E F’+ . Clearly the values r( y’) are convex, a( E*, E)-compact, and non- 
empty with T(y’) c O( y’). Since F’+ has the Riesz decomposition property, 
the family {xi O( yl) 1 y,’ E F’+ , y’ = C, y: > is downward directed and so r 
turns out to be linear. 
Using the selection method form Theorem 1 we obtain a linear 
g: F + E*, which in view of the conditions (i)-(iv) is continuous and its 
transpose f maps E to F. Note that condition (ii) works since t(E, E*) is 
the finest locally convex topology on E, hence is barrelled. Now we have 
(y',f(x)>= <dY'),X)d(.Y', p(x)> 
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for all y’ E F’+, proving f < p since F’+ is generating. On the other hand we 
have f 1 E, = f0 since for x E E,, y’ E F’+ , 
(Y’? f(x)> = (g(Y), x> = (Y’? fo(,y)>. 
This proves our result. a 
Although, in the absence of order-completeness, the full Hahn-Banach 
extension theorem cannot be expected to be valid, it is yet possible to 
prove, under the assumptions (i)-(iv), the following weaker version of the 
Hahn-Banach theorem (see also [Z,]). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let E and F be separated locally convex vector spaces 
and let F be ordered by a closed convex normal and pointed cone F, . 
Suppose that one of the conditions (it(iv) from Section 1 holds true. Let 
p: E -+ F be a continuous sublinear mapping and let x,, E E be fixed. There 
exists f E Q(E, F,) such that f < p, f(xO) = p(x,). 
Proof Define 0: F’+ + 2E by 
WY’)= {x’EE’ I x’dy’op, (x’,x,>= <Y’, P(x,))}, 
y’ E F’+ and proceed as usual. 1 
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